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Letter from the Chairman 

This year we have begun the kennels refurbishment and this is 
continuing at the time of this newsletter. 
With the winter months almost upon us, we have organised a 
number of events to help fund the extra costs that the cold 
weather brings. 
We have our usual Christmas Raffle which will be drawn at the 
Christmas Social Evening on Saturday 2nd December 2017 at 
the North Wales Bowling Centre.  Tickets for the event and 
the raffle tickets can be purchased from the Rescue Centre.  
For the first time, we are also selling our own Christmas cards 
which can also be purchased from the rescue.  We also have a 
pub quiz, (date to be arranged),  and jumble sale on 9th 
December. 
Our three shops are very busy with the staff all working 
tremendously hard as they do all year. 
I would like to close by wishing everybody a very happy festive 
season and prosperity in the coming year.  Please remember to 
keep your animals safe throughout the coming festivities. 
(Don’t forget bonfire night dangers). 
Lyn  

News from the Rescue 

Well, it’s been a very hectic few months here at the centre 
due to major refurbishment works. The kennel areas have 
undergone a massive revamp and thanks to a very generous 
grant, we have even managed to give our cattery some TLC. 
All of the windows in the kennel and cattery areas have 
been changed to double glazed which not only look better 
but they are more energy efficient and they will keep our 
dogs warmer than the previous windows. We’ve had a leaky 
roof in the kennel area for quite some time, not anymore! 
We now have a fantastic new roof so our dogs will be warm 
and dry during the upcoming winter months. The entire 
exterior of the centre has had a fresh lick of paint and 
we’ve had brand new doors installed to complete the new 
look. 

Now, on the animal side of things, we’ve had quite a large 
influx of kittens this season an the theme for their names 
has been rock stars/singers. We’ve had Hendrix (Jimi), 
Chrissie (Hynde), Quatro (Suzi), Mercury (Freddie), Ozzy 
and Sharon (Osborne), Bruce (Springsteen), Cher and Olivia 
(Newton-John). We still have not found forever homes for 
some of our kittens but they will be well cared for here at 
the centre until we do. 

And finally, we have recently managed to re-home together 
two large dogs called Billy and Molly. Billy is a three-legged 
Australian Kelpie (but this does not slow him down in the 
slightest) and Molly is a beautiful Rottweiler cross and they 
just crave attention. Molly is very reliant on Billy for 
confidence and she wouldn't go anywhere without him. They 
have been adopted by an amazing couple who can give them 
the space to run free and all the love and attention they 
desire and deserve. We wish them all the best in the future. 

To be held at 
North Wales Bowls Centre 
Ferguson Avenue 
Prestatyn 
LL19 7YA 

Tickets £15 Available from the Rescue Centre 

CHRISTMAS PARTY 
Saturday 2nd December 2017 

Why not buy your Christmas 
cards from us this year and 
help out our cats and dogs.  
There are ten cards per pack 
with envelopes for £3.50, 
available from the rescue 
centre. 
All proceeds go to our animals.  

Training with Paul Moroney of Dog Sense Training and Behaviour 

Principles of Counter-conditioning/Desensitisation 
Desensitisation is a technique that was originally developed by 
behavioural psychologists in order to effectively treat people who 
suffered with phobias and anxiety. 
The subject is exposed to a fear evoking object or situation at an 
intensity that doesn’t produce a response. 
It is often performed alongside another technique, counter-
conditioning which is an application of classical or Pavlovian 
conditioning. In classical conditioning, when one event becomes a 
reliable predictor of another event, the subject develops an 
anticipatory response to the first event. 
Counter-conditioning is about changing associations. It’s called counter-
conditioning rather than simply conditioning because the dog already 
has an unpleasant emotional response to whatever it is we are trying to 
condition so we counter that by establishing a pleasant conditioned 
emotional response, (CER). 
Eventually, by being consistent, a dog which previously felt tense and 
upset whenever someone approached him/her whenever they were 
eating/playing with an inappropriate item becomes less so as a result of 
using either a favourite toy or a high value treat to offer an exchange 
depending on what the dog is more motivated to work for. 
The secret to making this technique work is to go slowly at a pace with 
which the dog is comfortable and not try to rush things! 
Also bear in mind that other items such as gloves, tissues or for that 
matter anything at all which the dog may not have yet come into 
contact with may in the future become a valuable resource. 
Stick to your tried and tested routine by moving the dog well away 
from the area that they have dropped/released the item and let them 
see you pick it up before offering the treat. 
THE QUICKEST WAY TO TRAIN A DOG IS SLOWLY!  



Charity Shop  

Our 3 charity shops provide a steady and essential 
income for the sanctuary. we are all very grateful to the 
loyal band of volunteers who serve in the shops week in 
week out throughout the year. With the rise of so many 
“cheap” shops it is harder and harder to persuade people 
to come into our charity shops. We always need good 
quality clothing, books, bric-a-brac and small household 
items. So please think of us before throwing anything 
out. Why not volunteer for a few hours a week at one of 
our shops . It is a good way of meeting people and 
getting to know your neighbours. And remember you will 
be helping abandoned animals to be well looked after 
until they find their forever home. 

 

 

Have you lost a loved one, a beloved pet, friend or relative, 

why not build a lasting memorial on our brick wall 

We are about to start a new project ‘Buy a brick’ to help our 

animals. 

We are building a memory wall at our rescue centre where 

you can buy a brick engraved with your loved ones details 

and it will literally be set in stone forever. 

A single two line brick (up to 32 characters) for £40 or if you 

would like a longer message a double four 

line brick (up to 64 characters) for £70 

We have a leaflet available at our Rescue 

Centre for more information 

and help our animals 

Vets Corner 
It is important to try to keep your pet's eating and exercise habits as close to their normal routine as possible. Also, please be sure to steer pets 
clear of the following unhealthy treats, toxic plants and dangerous decorations. 
Be Careful with Seasonal Plants and Decorations 
Christmas Tree: Securely anchor your Christmas tree so it doesn't tip and fall, causing possible injury to your pet and preventing the tree water, 
which may contain fertilizers that can cause stomach upset, from spilling. Stagnant tree water is a breeding ground for bacteria, and your pet could 
end up with nausea or diarrhea. 
Avoid Mistletoe & Holly: Holly, when ingested, can cause pets to suffer nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. Mistletoe can cause gastrointestinal upset 
and cardiovascular problems. And many varieties of lilies can cause kidney failure in cats if ingested.  
Tinsel-less Town: Kitties love this sparkly, light-catching "toy" that's easy to bat around and carry in their mouths. But a nibble can lead to a 
swallow, which can lead to an obstructed digestive tract, severe vomiting, dehydration and possible surgery.  
That Holiday Glow: Don't leave lighted candles unattended. Pets may burn themselves or cause a fire if they knock candles over. Be sure to use 
appropriate candle holders, placed on a stable surface. And if you leave the room, put the candle out! 
Wired Up: Keep wires, batteries and glass or plastic ornaments out of paws' reach. A wire can deliver a potentially lethal electrical shock and a 
punctured battery can cause burns to the mouth and esophagus, while shards of breakable ornaments can damage your pet's mouth and digestive 
tract. 
Avoid Holiday Food Dangers 
Skip the Sweets: By now you know not to feed your pets chocolate and anything sweetened with xylitol, but do you know the lengths to which an 
enterprising pet will go to chomp on something yummy? Make sure to keep your pets away from the table and unattended plates of food, and be 
sure to secure the lids on rubbish bins. 
Leave the Leftovers: Fatty, spicy and no-no human foods, as well as bones, should not be fed to your furry friends. Pets can join the festivities in 
other fun ways that won't lead to costly medical bills. 
Careful with Cocktails: If your celebration includes adult holiday beverages, be sure to place your unattended alcoholic drinks where pets cannot 
get to them. If ingested, your pet could become weak, ill and may even go into a coma, possibly resulting in death from respiratory failure. 
Selecting Special Treats: Looking to stuff your pet's stockings? Stick with chew toys that are basically indestructible, Kong's that can be stuffed 
with healthy foods or chew treats that are designed to be safely digestible. Long, stringy things are a feline's dream, but the most risky toys for 
cats involve ribbon, yarn and loose little parts that can get stuck in the intestines, often necessitating surgery.  
Plan a Pet-Safe Holiday Gathering 
Put the Meds Away: Make sure all of your medications are locked behind secure doors, and be sure to tell your guests to keep their meds zipped up 
and packed away, too. 
A Room of Their Own: Give your pet his own quiet space to retreat to, complete with fresh water and a place to snuggle. Shy pups and cats might 
want to hide out under a piece of furniture, in their carrying case or in a separate room away from the hubbub. 
New Year's Noise: As you count down to the new year, please keep in mind that strings of thrown confetti can get lodged in a cat's intestines, if 
ingested, perhaps necessitating surgery. Noisy poppers can terrify pets and cause possible damage to sensitive ears. And remember that many pets 
are also scared of fireworks, so be sure to secure them in a safe, escape-proof area as midnight approaches. 


